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"We do not talk - we bludgeon one another with facts and theories gleaned from
cursory readings of newspapers, magazines and digests.” – Henry Miller
More than ever, it seems, people are consumed with the day’s events (and so-called “breaking
news” like a cat stuck in a tree) and weaponize their daily dose of news to then argue with anyone
who disagrees with their point of view. But too often they are not stopping to consider that their point
of view may be influenced by the media, much less consider that the media consumed may be wrong
or just speculative. Thus, it may be that the soup-du-jour of worrying about inflation due to massive
governmental debt is misplaced. For my part, I believe there are consequences to everything, and the
massive debt will need to be repaid one way or another. But my point here is that the news reports
that may cause anxiety about rising interest rates and inflation may be correct – but they may also be
incorrect; as I like to say, the future is unknown and unknowable, so it’s prudent to remain open to
different points of view when talking about what may or may not happen in the future.
Borrowing some research from Dimensional, we wanted to remind you that even though
“everything screams inflation” right now, your reliance upon today’s events to justify tomorrow’s
occurrences may be misplaced (see some historical news reports below that were scary when issued
but may not have come true much less affected long-term stock returns). Recent price increases of
everything from food to travel to used cars do not necessarily translate into persistent inflation.
These price increases could be signs of inflation to come due to the massive amount of spending by
the government, but they could just as easily be transient factors that accompany the recovery from a
global pandemic; no one knows – again, because the future is unknown and unknowable. So, as we
have always advocated, it’s best to be proactive with the design of your investment portfolio to be
able to not only enjoy the good times but weather the bad times as well. Sorry for sounding like a
broken record, but I have been at this for over twenty-five years, and I always have and always will
counsel you to get ready for good times and bad during good times and bad.
So take whatever you read about today’s events, and their possible future implications, with a
big grain of salt because they may or may not come to fruition. And let’s stop with all the negativism;
let’s stop trying, as Henry Miller said, to bludgeon your fellow man or woman with your interpretation
of the news - for it does nothing other than help those who wish to bring the U.S.A. down a notch.
As always, thanks for friendship and trust, and have a great rest of the Summer!
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